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Contest
"1inner�
nnouneed
U N IVERSITY PARK - Chil
dren from schools in the south/
southwest suburban area co�
peted in an art contest for the
conference, "Kick the Cold
War Habit" held recently at
Governors State U niversity.
Thirteen winners were select
ed. Paintings included the chil
dren's homes, families, pets,
the U nited States flag, the
Statue of Liberty, Walter Pay
ton and others. All these sym
bols were the young artists'
way of com m u n icating to
children of the Soviet U n ion
that they want peace in our
world
Participating teachers sel
ected 1 0 entries for display
during the conference. The
Teachers Art Network, an ad
hoc group of art instructors
from school districts from the
south/southwest area was in
charge of displaying the works
The idea to have an art con
test as part of the conference
came from Roger Paris of
GSU's Office of Conferences
and Workshops, who helped
organize the program.
Art supply prizes for grades
k i n dergarten through 8th
grade were provided by Her
man's Art and Drafting Su pply
in Chicago Heights. The Bank
of Park Forest awarded high
school winners a $1 00 bond
for first place and two $50
bonds for sevond and third
place.
Contest winners are:
Grades kindergarten through
2 - 1 ) Roger Pearce, 2 nd
grade, of District 1 70; 2) Rober
to Mendez, kindergarten, of
District 1 70 and 3) Christie
Bowen, 2nd grade, of District
1 1 7.
Grades 3 through 5 - 1 )
Tamika Walden. 3rd grade, of
District 1 30; 2 ) Vicki Venturella,
4th grade and Wendy Holliday,
3 rd grade, both of District 1 68,
and 3) Mark Jennings, 4th
grade, of District 1 30.
Grades 6 through 8 - 1 )
Madison Wise, 6th grade, of
District 1 40; 2) Frankie Kata,
6th grade, of District 1 40, and
3) Craig Senese, 6th g rade, of
District 1 40.
High School - 1 ) Maria
Tapia, senior, of District 2 1 5; 2 )
K i m Werts, senior, of District
2 1 5, and 3) Gina Ragonese,
junior, of District 2 1 5.
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Payne to Create Tribute Awafd
U N I VERSITY PARK- At the
request of the Kellogg Com
pany, Governors State Un iver
sity professor and sculptor
John Payne is working on the
1 988 Tribute Award for the
company's participation in the
United Negro College Fund
Payne designed and pre
pared a bronze free-form
sculpture of the torch - the
symbol of the U N C F - for its
1 987 awards. The Kellogg
Company presented the awards
to those who showed "commit
ment to enlightenment through
education" by working for the
United Negro College Fund
The first Kellogg Celebrity
Tribute Award - as Payne's
sculpture is known - was
given to singer Lou Rawls for
his leadership and commit
ment to "helping others help
themselves." The award was
presented during the 8th An
nual U nited Negro College
Funds "Lou Rawls Parade of
Stars" telethon
A second recipient was
Olympic Gold Medalist Carl
Lewis who received the award
at the 1 7th annual Fred D. Pat
terson awards program
In al� Payne completed six
1 987 awards. Now he is
reworking the torch design for
the 1 988 awards.

Payne is using a highly
sophisticated method for his
bronze sculpture. Once the
Kellogg Company has accept
ed his clay model of the award,
he then molds it in wax. The
wax is coated in sodium syli
cate for a protective outer shell
as Payne heats the bronze in
t h e shell f o r a f i n i sh e d
product
Each award is customized
and cast individually, Payne
said For 1 988, he has been
comm issioned to cast nine
bronze sculpture awards.
Another of Payne's 1 987
commissions was sculpture for
the Hilton Hotel chain he titled
"Jewel in the Crown The work
was designed for a niche area
on the first floor M ichigan
Avenue side of the Chicago
Hilton where it is now being
displayed The piece stands
five-feet high and measures
five-feet across.
The 4,7DO-pound piece of
Impala granite has been left
stone scarred - or rough and
in the original state - on its
top, but smoothed to a fine
polished finish on its sides.
"The granite is a stone 20 times
harder than marble and dif
ficult to work with," Payne
said
•

The p1ece i s decorated
along the bottom with a
decorative abstract design in
aluminum, which Payne calls
the crown. The granite piece is
set into the crown The sculp
ture stands on a oak base.

Payne has had various
shows and exhibits during his
career. Three of his pieces are
part of the Nathan Manilow
Sculpture Park at Governors
State U niversity. He has also
been a d iscussion guest on the
program "American Art Forum"
Payne received his bach
elor's degree from Beloit Col
lege and a master of science
degree and a master of fine
arts degree from the University
of Wisconsin at Madison
He was on the staffs of Lang
ston University in Oklahoma,
and Southern U niversity in
Baton Rouge, La before join
ing the staff of Governors State
in 1 97 1 . He left GSU in 1 973 to
assume the department chair
man's position at George
Mason U n iversity in Virginia,
but returned to GSU in 1 974.
Payne's primary area of ex
pertise is sculpture, and he
serves as the sculptor i n
residence a t GSU.

Cooney Writes Bool( for Teenagers
UNIVERSITY PARK-A book
for teenagers by Governors
State U n iversity Professor
Judith Cooney has bee n placed
on the "Books for the Teen
Age, 1 988" list published by
the New York Public Library.
Cooney's boo k "Coping With
Sexual Abuse" was published
in spring 1 987 by Rosen
Publishing G roup. It was writ
ten for junior high and high
school students as a way of
presenting clear, conc1se infor
mation for students on sexual
abuse problems and the need
for abused children to tell
others of their problem.

Marilee Foglesong, coor
dinator of Young Adult Ser
vices for the New York Public
Library, said her division re
ceives hundreds of boo ks for
review from publishers. Pro
fessor Cooney's boo k was one
of those for review. it was
selected for the "Books for the
Teen Age, 1 988" list because
"the message was straight for
ward, accurate and presented
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in a clear manner and the topic
is something that needed to be

talked about" Foglesong ex
plained.
This is the first year the boo k
is on the list, and it may remai n
on future lists, Foglesong said.
The list of the 300 "besf' boo ks
of the year for teenagers is
given to any teenager who re
quests a copy at any of the 8 1
branches of the New York
Public L ibrary.
Cooney was asked by the
Rosen Publishers to write a
boo k on child sexual abuse
because of her expertise in the
field and her research on the
topic both in the U.S. and
abroad. In 1 982 she delivered
28 workshops in Australia on
child sexual abuse and has
been a guest on Canadian TV
and radio on the topic.

'• '' •' '
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"In the boo k I discuss what
happens once sexual abuse is
reported and answer ques
tions children often ask, such
as'l s m y dad going to gotojail?'
There's a chapter for friends of
someone they believe is abused
and how they can help,"
Cooney explained. "The boo k
can also help students who
want information on the sub
ject lfs a topic thafs usually
discussed in health education
classes."
Cooney is continuing her

work in the field and recently
spoke on the topic of child sex
ual abuse at the 1 988 Annual
Convention of the American
Association for Counseling
and Development
The Crete resident has been
on the staff of the GSU Division
of Psychology and Counseling
since 1 980. She has her
bachelor's degree in edu
cation and her master's and
doctorate degrees in counsel
ing from I ndiana U niversity.
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Succe., ful
Job Seeke r
Ue
Re earch
,

Strate�ie.
University Park-Diane L
Kjos, a student development
counselor at Governors State
U n iversity, has published a
short summary examining the
nu mbers and patterns of job
search resources used by suq
cessful and u nsuccessful job
seekers.
Kjos' sum mary, which ap
peared in the March edition of
the Journal of Employment
CounSeling, said that out of
8 1 4 persons surveyed, only
1 78 (2 1 .9 percent) reported
finding jobs within 90 days. The
other 636 persons (7 1 .8 per
cent) had yet to find em ploy
ment after 90
ing.

days of

search

The main difference be
tween successful and unsuc
cessful job seekers, said Kjos,
seems to be in the patterns of
using job search resou rces.
Various categories of unem
ployed used different means in
their hunt for employment
Depending on whether the job
seeker is a networker, un
skilled worker, d islocated
worker or skilled worker, job
search resources ranged from
using family for leads to the
use of job clubs and public
notices.
Kjos said that not all job
search activities or resources
are useful to all job seekers.
The most useful strategy is to
identify and use a combination
of complementary resources
and activities.

Boer n1a
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Static Guard

Wei� all good things must
come to an end This column,
love it or leave it is at ifs end
I'm graduating!
Isn't it refreshing to see a
headbanger graduate with a
degree? Many people think
we're all longhaired jackasses,
but they're wrong. I'm a short
haired j?·�kass!
Anywa'f, I'll leave you all with
sonee firal words concerning
the state of hard rock today.
1\bsolut ly great!
ihert are nine major groups
about tc release albums SVv••
The Sc<.rpions, Van Halen, Cin
derella, Queensryche, I ron
Maiden Ygnwie Malmsteen,
Bon Jo' i, Poison, and Ozzy O-s
bourne Enough to drive millions
of parents and conservatives
crazy for the next year.
These albums, along with
the releases of the past few
months, will keep heavy metal
on the billboard charts and
even on the radio. Isn't that
exciting?
Other exciting rock news:
Ozzy Osbourne has a new
guitarist His name is Zakk
Wilde. This guy looks like a
malnourished lion because he
has ridiculously long hair on a
short skinny frame
Watch out for a group called
Guns N Roses. Their debut
album, "Appetite for Destruc
tion," has gone gold and is rid
ing the number 1 1 spot on the
charts. This band is rowdy, ugly
and immature, but extremely
talented The sky's the limit for
this band
The biggest rock event this
summer will be the Van Halen
Monsters of Rock Festival Van
Halen is bringing a new group,
Kingdom Come (close your
eyes and this group sounds
just like Led Zepp lin), Metallica,
Dokken and the Scorpions
along for a five group-nine
hours of rock n roll extravagan
za Go if you can and tell me
about it because my schedule
says I can't go.
Watch for thrash metal to
become more popular than
ever. I can't say I like thrash, but
these groups are becoming
more accepted into the music
scene Groups like Megadeth,
Metallica, Warlock, Anthrax
and others are breaking down
the barriers between thrash
and mainstream heavy metal
Good or bad, ifs happening.
Look for a healthy trend of
groups singing anti-drug songs.
More and more groups, whether
they are serious or not, are
recording songs that warn kids

��
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about drugs and the problems
involved with drugs.
The recent "Say No To
Drugs" commercials on MTV
reflect this feeling. Rock n
rollers like Jon Bon Jov� Ron
nie James Dio, Vince Neil (of
Motley C rue) and Lou Reed
have been warning kids to stay
away from drugs. Unfortunate
ly, most kids haven't been lis
tening much.
Anyway, this is about the end
"1f ze column.
Static Guard has been
around for about nine months
and one of the questions I have
had about it is... has anyone out
there read it? At first the re
sponse was great all sorts of
peop e were asking me if I was
a devil worshipper or a drug
freak Lately, I wonder where
these people have been.

Sin1ple
Truths
University Park-Jay Boer
sma. photography professor at
Governors State University,
will exhibit his photographs
titled, "Simple Truths," in the I n
finity Gallery at GSU April 1
through 3 1 .
"Simple Truths" is a satirical
look at photography, art, re
ligious artifacts, pornography,
violence and men's ties. These
subjects attempt to build ex
pectations in the viewer that
are, upon closer examination,
confounded or contradicted.
The result is often humorous
and occasionally shocking
with the underlying intent
being to alter or broaden
viewer perceptions.
An example of this satirical
work is shown in his piece "Im
proved Sistine Chapel," which
shows two views of the famous
M ichalangelo paintings on the
ceiling. A comparison is made
using two photos, one of the
ceiling as it is, and the other
showing the paintings replaced
with modern version ceiling
tiles and flourescent lights. A
caption states why the modern
version is better: increased
heating, better lighting system,
etc. The caption will actually
half-convince the viewer that
the modern way is better,
said Boersma
This exhibition is funded in
part, by a Governors State Uni
versity Mini-Grant awarded to
Boersma in 1 987.
Infinity Gallery hours are 3 to
7 p.m. Monday through Friday.
The exhibition is free and open
to the public.

Granted, there are probably
very few people out there who
share my opinions or are even
interested in them, at least in a
school where the age categories
are so diverse.
Regardless of tastes and
ages, I hope I managed to get
some people thinking, or
maybe kept some entertained
for a few minutes. If not you
missed a good column and
we'll see you at McDonald's. If
so, thanks for reading.
Have a good summer and go
out and bang your head
somewhere.
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Application packets are available
from the Innovator, the Placement
Office and the Office of Student
Life and must be returned to the Of
fice of Student Life

8:30-9:30
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389-9200
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YOU DON'T GET IT FROM RESTROOM FACILITIES
�
• EATING UTENSILS OR SHP·�KING HANDS.

AI OS.

For Confidential I ntormation on How A Person Can Get AI

CALL TEL-MED
670-3670
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Urs ula Sklan

Applications are now being accep
ted for the position of Managing
Editor of the Innovator.

X

X

U rsula Sklan, Secretary to
the Director of Admissions and
Student Recruitment is our
Employee of the Month for
April She has been with Gover
nors State since August of
1 980. During this time she has
been praised by visitors, stu
dents, co-workers and super
visors for her warm personality,
attention to detai� excellent
secretarial skills, ability to be
flexible and her willingness to
assist others. Ursula is said to
be "the best Public Relations
person GSU has."
Sklan was nominated by
Audrey Simpson, Secretary in
the Office of Admissions and
Student Recruitment Audrey's
nomination stated that Sklan
unselfishly gives fellow em
ployees, students and visitors
her time and expert knowl
edge of admissions and re
cruitment procedures. Also
stated was the individual atten
tion and concern shown to
each person she comes in con
tact with.

Attention Students

r!
�

En1ployee

Tells

by Michael O'Malley

!i

April 1 8, 1 988
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The Chicago Medical Society Physicians working with you for your total we/1-being
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170 Art

Dealer
to Show at
International
Expo
The ninth annual Chicago In
ternational Art Exposition
(CIAE), one of the world's pre
mier exhibits of 20th century
art, will be held at Chicago's
landmark Navy Pier for five
days, May 5-1 0, 1 988.
As is tradition in May,
Chicago will be turned into the
art capital of the world, when
more than 1 70 of the world's
most influential art dealers and
galleries from more than 1 8
cities representing every part
of the globe will gather to ex
hibit works by 1 ,500 artists, in
cluding such modern masters
as Jim Dine, Helen Franken
thaler, Nam June Paik and
others.
The ninth annual Chicago In
ternational Art Exposition opens
on May 5 with a gala benefit for
Chicago's Museum of Con
temporary Art. On May 6-9, the
general public will be admitted
to the Art Expo from noon-8
p.m. On the 1 Oth, the doors will
be open form noon-6 p.m. Tick
ets are $ 1 0.00 for adults, $7 for
students, senior citizens, and
groups of 20 or more. Advance
tickets and .additional informa
tion can be obtained by con
tacting The Lakeside Group,
6(V) N McClurg Ct, Suite
1 3u_ A Ch icago, I l l i no i s,
606 1 1 , 3 1 2.787.6858.

library, and access this infor
mation FOR FREE You needn't
spend a nickel, and you'll find
information about far more
than 250 organizations. The
company also happens to offer
"custom form cover letters or
marketing letters" to utilize in
your job search. Can you ex
pect highly perso nalized
cover letters that demonstrate
you've done your own home
work about the organization
you are contacting, and why
yo u may be excited about the
prospect of joining their opera
tion, or why you think ifs a good
match foryou'l.Don't count on
it; what they probably offer is a
high level of glitz, not high
quality content
2) R E SUME PA I NT I N G
SERVICES: I recently spoke
with an individual who spent
over $90 having a resume prcr
fessionally printed That job
seeker, like so many others,
d1dn't need to spend a great
deal of money on a resume,
because of the type of employ
ment saught For a great many
types of career areas, a cleanly
typed resume (utilizing an IBM
type tyr·ewriter or letter quality
printer), and a good quality
copying machine will usually
do. Certainly if you plan to use
your resume to seek employ
ment in career areas where
graphic presentation may be
importan� such an advertising,
public relations, or marketing,
having a professionally type
set resume may be desirable.
But you shouldn't have to shell
nut much "10re than $50.
Don't get gouged!

Conducting a job search
need not be an extremely ex
pesnive proposition. However,
there are a number of ways for
the unwary job seeker to
spend his or her hard earned
money unwisely, utilizing the
services of organizations that
provide 'career' or 'job search'
services. Here are a few things
to watch for:
1 ) INFOAMAnON ABOUT
EMPLOYERS: In the last cou
ple of issues of the Innovator
(and perhaps in this one) an ad
appeared on this page for"The
Lisr, a guide to 250 of the
"strongesr corporations in the
Chicago area At $25.00 fort he
lis� 1 0¢ an entry seems a
resonable amount to pay for
s u c h usef u l informat i on,
doesn't it? Well, the organiza
tion that compiled and sells the
list used information that is also
available to you. Its sources in
clude: the 1 988 I llinois Service
Directory; the 1 988 I llinois
Manufacturers Directory; the
1 988 Crain's Chicago Busi
ness Top Business List edition;
the Chicago Tribune Employ
ment '88 magazine; the Stan
dard & Poor's Business Di
rectory; and, the First Chicago
Guide. Now that you have that
list of resources, you can
amble over to any respectable

FOR THE
POWER.
TEACH.

3\ CAREER SEARCH SEA·
VIC'.S: A number of organi
zat ions are sp ringing up
around the country that are of
fering 'computer matching' job
searches, to forward data
sheets about you to various
employers, depending on your
career preferences, geog raphi
cal preferences, and salary re-

will advertise a job for which no
fee will be charged to the job
seeker. Then, when the in
dividual makes contact with
the agency that position will no
longer be available, but several
others will be; but alas, the job
seeker will have to pay a fee for
any of those openings. Em
ployment agencies may be a
useful tool for some job
seekers, but one should avoid
having to pay for such ser
vices.
A useful point to keep in
mind about all of these types of
organizations is that they are
primarily in business NOT to
serve the job seeker, but to
MAKE A PROFIT. Your best in
terests may not always be ser
ved; as a resul� and after
spending a good deal of mon
ey, you may be no closer to
securing gainful employment
than when you started. Your
own good efforts, time and en
ergy come free of charge, and
with yourself in control, you
can assure your best interests
WILL be served in a job
search.
Finally, there's a service
available to studetns and alum
ni Governors State that comes
free of charge: the Career
PI� .ning & Placement Office.
And because we're not in busi
ness to take your money, we
just might be more inclined to
have your best interests in
mind.

JOB
FAIR
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CAREER PLANNING
&PLACEMENT

No other profession has this pow er.
The power to wake up young minds. The
power to wake up the world. Teachers
have that power Reach for it. Teach.
For information call

Room A 1 700
Office Ho urs
Mon., Tues., Thu.: 8:30 am 7:30 p.m.
Wed, Fri: 8:30 am - 5:00
p.m
(3 1 2) 534-5000, ext 2 1 63

1·800-45-TEACH.

Recruiting
Young Teachers, Inc.

quirements. l recently recerve<l
information about one such or
ganization, that for $ 1 50, will
accept a data sheet on an in
dividual, and send it out to as
many as TEN organizations
that appear to match his or her
needs and interests. Well,
these computerized data
sheets are rather minimal in
providing anything but the
most basic inforamation about
a job seeker to employers.
Furthermore, for the same
$ 1 50, you could be sending
out well-written cover letters
and detailed resumes to over
THREE HUNDRED organiza.
tions. Their 'high tech' offer is
beginning to sound like ifs not
such a great deal; you should
also know that these services
in no way guarantee results.
Whether or not you get any in
terviews, let alone job offers,
your money is not refundable.
4) EMPLOYMENT AGEN
CIES: A simple question: Who
is in a better position to pay the
fees charged by an employ
ment agency, the job seeker, or
the company (in almost all
cases profit-making) that is
looking to fill a position? Otr
viously, employment agencies
make their money by chargino
for their services. Good age n
cies assess a fee from the em·
player, NOT the job seeker.
And watch out fo rthe "bait and
switch" routine that some em
ployment agencies use. They

Dan Amari

Thursday April 21. 1988
Doots �nat 9 00 am -Om� at 2 30 pm
It's Your Golden Opportunity For a New Start.
a New Career and New Lifestyle! Meet with

Approximately 100 Employers!
.,., :nn
4400ft<YC�""
H·ll�l.
M<Hy 8 C..<IOCJ"<•
86S...88l

Dan Amari, Director
Dan Kreidler, Job Locator &
Developer
Donna McBride, Secretary
Robbin Rietveld, Staff Assistant

TRANSFER TO RAY COu.EGE
DEGREE COMPLETION PROGRAMS
ADVERTISING DESIGN, ILWSTRATION,
INTERIOR DESIGN, FASHION DESIGN,
FASHION MERCHANDISING, PHOTOGRAPHY

Transfer up to 60 credit hours toward a Bachelor of Arts degree. 4-year BA
and 2-year AAS degree in specialized majors. Day and evening.
Starting June and September. Write or phone for catalog.

RAY COLLEGE OF DESIGN
R

A

Y

•

V

0

G

U

E

Phone: (312) 280.3500
Chicago Campus:
401 N. Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611
Phone: (312) 885-3450
Woodfield Campus:
600 Woodfield Drive, Schaumburg, Illinois 60173

SOUTH

WEST

HotoO.If Inn
J-8() � }'q4 � H,tl\!f'O

FREE

...,,., II.
�ronR.•n·.r�
1().479•

(";V)k County EmpSOyiT",.r.( �t\i4.r� �r .,.,\ _,. �
Jtw> P11vArt lnausrry Counc•l or Suburl'ldn (()01.. County
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The Prudential, a leader in the financial
services industry, is seeking aren. candidates for a p1 ogram that focusec:; on
developing high caliber individuals for

future growth in the financial services
industry. fqunl opportunity smoloyerMiF.
Please call:
Ms. Evelyn S. Kraemer
Manager, Human Resources
The Prudential Insurance Company

747-7220
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Interviews
And Photos By:
Sandy Kazak

Richard Gray

BOG

Glenwood, II
I really don't have an opinion
at all because I haven't used it
yet To tell you the truth I tend
to drink Coke more than I do
Pepsl

Donna Viramontes
Secretary, Director of Career
Planning and Placement
Park Forest, I I
I'm familiar enough to know it
has regular Pepsi and diet
Pepsi but it doesn't have caf
feine free diet Pepsi and all of
the other Pepsi products. So
I'm disappointed and I bring my
own.

Darryl English
Liberal Arts - UG
Palos Park, II
I don't pay any attention to it
at all I collect Coke memora
bilia So I am what you would
say loyal to Coke.

APR I L 1

1 988

Question:
What do you think of the
Pepsi machine in the cafeteria?

Margo Ellman
Secretary, Admissions
University Park, II
I think ifs fine for people who
like Pepsll think it gives equal
opportunity to every company
that wishes to sell and dis
tribute goods.

Ron Dyll
UG - Biology
Evergreen Park, II
I think ifs really good that
have a Pepsi machine in
lfs really great! I think
should have more of them. A
of people would rather
Pepsi than Coke all of
time.

IPCCIAL. CA.,.,_MA tfOUM,
DURING MOII"r'Mnoti ..D
.,.,.La.ft.t ...

Members of the GSU com
munity uncertain about their
cholesterol levels will have a
chance to find out on May 1 0,
from 1 0 to 2 in the Hall of
Governors.
At that time the Park Forest
Health Department will be
doing individual screenings.
The process involves only a
prick in the finger and takes
just five minutes. The cost is
$5.
Called"KnowYour Number,"
the program also includes in
dividual counseling and diet
for those whose readings are
above normal
Students in the GSU nursing
program will be assisting in
the screenings.

en·

courages

letters •o the ed1tor
from the GSU Community Let·

ters should be typed double
and not exceed 200
words. Letter.; are subJect to
edittng and do not nccessanly
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A question was addressed to
Eddie Gold, the Sun-Times
trivia expert.
The question went like this:
Can you name three sports in
which the participants go
backwards?
The answer from Gold: Not
counting our Chicago baseball
teams, they are the back
stroke, rowing, and tug of war.
excerpted from TH E CAM
SHAFT paper of the Rotary
Club of Chicago Heights, I I

The "E" Series stamp was
issued to ensure that First
Class rate postage stamps are
available to all customers at all
times. Nondenominated stamps
are printed in advance for use
during the six-month period r&
quired to produce the billions
of denominated First-Class
rate stamps needed to impl&
ment a change in the First
Class mailing rate. The "E"
stamp is valid for First-Class
domestic mail use only, and
may not be used for inter
national mail The stamp will
also be valid for future use and
the denomination will be the
First-Class mailing rate in ef
fect at the time of issuance.

Letters
Dear Editor,
I think that our good Presi
dent Dr. Leo Goodman-Mala
muth is missing a great oppor
tunity by not hiking along the
walking path that runs from the
IC station to the back of the
school
It was once a great nature
trail filled with natural insights,
fresh air, and a nice way to flex
the old leg muscles and to burn
off those extra calories.
That was before the con
struction crew decided to park
their cars and trucks on it and
leave it buried in mud every
day.
Maybe if our Presidenfs
shoes would become muddy,
he would use his influence to
keep this trail clean and un
obstructed for us all
Sincerely,
William Kazak

Dear Editor,
I'm really looking forward to
attending all the fine products
that the GSU Theatre Depart
ment will be staging in the new
"Goodman-Malamuth" Per
forming Arts Center when it is
completed lfs high time this
desperately needed Univer
sity facility is built
Perhaps after that, GSU can
build an intensive foreign
language center, an engineer
ing lab complex, a clinic facility
for the College of Medicine, a
nature studies center for
Forestry and Environmental
Studies majors, and a study
center/lounge for all the doc
toral students here at GSU.
When is GSU going to get
onto the business of working
this hard toward doing well
what it is already supposed to
be doing?
Name withheld
upon request Ed
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Workshops Offered
"dBase I l l Plus" is written for
the IBM PC. It is an expanded
and refined version of dBase I I.
This is a powerful package that
works like an electronic filing
cabinet, instantly retrieving,
sorting or listing the informa
tion you need "dBase I l l Plus"
is also highly effective for in
ventory control systems, mail
ing lists and items such as
personnel records.
"dBase I l l Plus" will be from 1
to 5 p.m. April 26 through 29 at
GSU. The fee is $ 1 75.
" Lotus 1 -2-3," which is cur
rently the best selling spread
sheet package, includes data
base and graphics capabilities.
Learn how to create, save and
print a spreadsheet Also learn
to create, save, and print bar
charts, line graphs, and pie
charts using the numbers from
your spreadsheets. Bring a
project of your own to class
and have the instructor help
you get started
This workshop will be from 1
to 5 p.m. April 26 through 29 at
GSU. The fee is $ 1 75.
"Wordstar," an industry stan
dard, enables typists to turn
out professional reports and
letters. The program has
sophisticated editing and mail
features.
"Wordstar" will be from 8:30
am. to 1 2: 1 5 p.m., Tuesdays
and Thursdays, April 26 through
May 5 at GSU. The fee is
$1 75.

"Harvard Graphics" will pro
vide the ideal solution to pres
entation graphics problems.
The instructor will demonstrate
the creation of charts with text,
graphs and special images for
plotting or printing. You'll find
out how to save time and
money in preparing profes
sional-looking handouts and
add-ons to written reports. Har
vard even allows you to make
35mm slides and overhead
.transparencies. Less ex
perienced users will learn how
the process can be automated
and how to incorporate data
from other programs such as
Lotus, PFS: Graph or ASCII.
This workshop will be from 9
am. to 1 p.m. April 30 at GSU.
The fee is $40.

Condolescences

The Innovator joins the rest
the GSU community in ex
ng its deepest sympathy
Dotte Legge of the Regis
Office on the recent
of her mother.
As the Scots say, the flowers
the forest weep at her
passing.
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Like to Walk
by Sue Fagin

My friends think I'm crazy. I
know they do. I can almost hear
them talking behind my back.
"She isn't normar they say,
"the poo r girl just is not working
with a full deck."
You see the problem is, I like
to walk. Whenever I get t he
chance I forsake motorized
transportation and get where I
am going on my own power.
For some reason people think
this is strange.
Now many of my friends rurt
At certain predetermined times
they disappear into the locker
room and shortly thereafter
emerge in the set uniform,
shorts or sweat pants, a tank
top or sweat shirt and extra
special super dooper running
shoes.
They go out do their thing
and come back breathless,
sweating, and pleased as
punch about the time they just
set or the distance they just
made. They never go any
where, they just run for the
sake of running. No one ever
says a thing about it These
runners are seen as complet&
ly normal
I, on the other hand don't

need any special clothing, just
ordinary comfortable shoes. 1
don't brag about my great time
because I'm not usually in any
great hurry, and I arrive at my
destination breathing and
smelling pretty much the way 1
did when I started This makes
me weird
Let me give you an example.
The other day, my husbands
car was in the shop and he had
mine. It was a beautiful day and
we just live a leisurely half hour
walk from GSU so I decided to
walk home. The first comment
came from my spouse.
"lfs a nice day. I think I'll
leave here at the usual time
and walk home." The response,
"You don't have to walk. Why
don't you take the bus?" From
a colleague, "My car is right
outside. I can run you home. lfs
no trouble."
I was half way home, a very
kind stranger stopped, "Can
you use a lift? We're going your
way." To my"That is very sweet
of you but I like to walk." "lfs
really no trouble. We'd be glad
to drop you."
I declined firmly and gra-

ciously but it started me think·
ing. There was a time, and it
wasn't that long ago, that �
pie walked everywhere. When
we were in London 1 1 years
ago we walked for miles and
what did we see? Other
walkers, thafs what we saw..
�ayoe n IS the size of this
country or just something
strange in the American men
tality. If you run in circles no
one says a word If you drive
the half block to get a loaf of
bread you are right in line, but if
you use your feet as an alter·
nate means of transportation
you are thought strange.
Well I have news for you. I
like to walk. If I'm not in a rush
and the distance is reasonable
and the weather nice, I intend
to walk. I enjoyed my walk, and
not only that it worked off the
spaghetti and candy bar I had
for lunch that day.
So thank you one and all for
your generous offers of assis·
tance. You are most kind to
offer a lift, but I'll stick to my feet
and their nice comfy Reeboks.
You see, I like to walk.

Help is Around the Corners
the term winds its way
slowly to an end there comes a
time for reflection on the future.
Where do we go from here?
If this was your first term at
GSU this is a good time to plan
for the future. What are your
goals after college? Will you
just walk into a career or are
you still sort of up in the air
about what you really want to
do?
For some, particularly women
with family pressures the end
of the term may signal thoughts
of reevaluation. Possibly it is
just getting to be too much and
thoughts of dropping out start
creeping irt You want that d&
gree but it is such a hassle with
the kids and house and all
For the winter graduate time
is an enemy. It is overl What do I
As

do now? Where can I go? As
exams approach outside pres
sures begin to build Suddenly
life isn't so simple anymore.
When the kinds of questions
we have listed begin to rear
their ugly heads, the commuter
student can feel awfully lost
and alone, but Hark! You are
not alone.
What many, maybe even
most, of this university's part
time students don't realize is
that help is available. And ifs
free.
For the harried wife, mother,
student who is on the verge of
dropping out, don't Talk to
Diane Kjos or Peggy Woodard
in counseling. The experience
is not at all threatening and
these two gals have the
answers. They are there to
help. They know what you are

Student leaders ma your
lendars. Friday, May 1 3, is
our night The Annual Student
Life Recognition Banquet is
scheduled for that date start·
B.C.

going through and theywant to
listen and help you find ways to
solve the problems.
For the about to be graduate
or confused junior there is Dan
Amari in Career Planning and
Placement Dan can show you
how to write that resume
you've been putting off, and
how to use it to find the job you
have worked so hard to gain
the skills to do. He isn't an em
ployment agency, but he can
show you how to be your own
employment agency.
All these wonderful services
have been right under your
nose all the time and you just
never knew it And there is no
charge for any of them.
The next step is yours. Want
to know where we go from
here? The answer is up to us.

ing with cocktails at 6:30 an
dinner at 7:30.
This year the banquet will
held off campus. Watch th
mail for ur f rm I i v·
·

BY JOHNNY HART
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You are Never
TOO Old

by Tim Bednarz

Elderly people need our un
derstand i ng and o u r en·
couragement if they are to live
a fulfilled existence.
When people contemplate
the golden years, they may
associate senility, lonliness,
and vulnerability with this
period This is not always the
case because the elderly are
capable of living a full life.
My 76-year·old aunt, a r&
tired beautician, is a person
who embraces a fulfilled life.
Even though she suffers from
arthritis, she finds the energy
to help a 55-year-old man who
is affl icted w i t h m utt iple
sclerosis.
She said: "He gives me a
reason to live my life. I help him
because I have a need to be
needed If I stayed home, I
would think about my aches
and my pains. I want to make
someone else comfortable. He
makes me feel like a valuable
human being."
Since I had my aunfs wis
dom at hand, I decided to ask
her questions regarding the at·
titudes of the elderly.
"Why do some elderly peo
ple become greedy with their
valuables?" I asked
She said: "This vice serves
as a protection from uncertain
ty. The elderly hoard money
and memorabilia because it
gives us a sense of security,
and we want to be remem
bered even if it is for our
eccentricity."
I then asked her, " Many r&

searchers believe that the eld
erly person experiences an
identity crisis which is similar to
an adolescenfs identity crisis.
Did you experience that?"
She answered, "Defimtely,
elderly people have the same
needs as their younger coun
terparts. I want to express
myself in a new way even at the
age of 76. I was trying to find a
new role in life because my
arthritis prevented me from
getting about So now I help my
dear friend I feed him and visit
with him. This makes me feel I
have accomplished something
at the end of my day."
"Do you think that young
people offer the aged an incen
tive in life?'' I asked
"Yes, they make me feel
alive," she said, "they en·
courage me to go on living. To
me a young person is a 55·
year-old If the younger gen
eration could just put aside the
irritating idiosyncrasies of the
elderly, we would have a hap
pier world"
"What can younger people
do to encourage the elderly?"
I concluded
She said: "Visit them so they
won't exist from one day to the
next just sleeping and eating.
The elderly must be patient
and must persevere, but they
need to see your smiling face
every now and then. And
remember we may look like
shrivelled up prunes but we
are young at heart"

Counselor's
Colutnn
Gail had stopped in several
times to discuss a paper she
was working on. As we talked, I
suggested that she very much
wanted approval from this in
structor. After a pause, she ac
knowledged the importance of
his favorable opinion. Even a
mildly negative comment from
this instructor could call up
feelings of worthlessness. And,
you know, I don't even really
like him," she added We went
on to explore the conflicting
emotions and how they were
effecting her course work.
Why does Gail need ap
proval and respect from sam&
one she doesn't even like?
How can she separate out the
emotions so she can get her
work done?
One of the ways we learn is
through feedback. One of the
problems with feedback is that
we may see it as an indication
of our worth. Thus, any criticism
or even mildly negative com
ment can leave one feeling
worthless. And, with practice,
you can even manage to use
positive feedback to diminish
your self worth. Our goal in
counseling is to get to the point
where Gail can apply any feed•

back, positive or negative, to
her benefit
Pete spends a lot of time in
counseling telling me about
what other people are thinking
and feeling. I call him a mind
reader. Could be a useful skill
in some occupations. For Pete,
mind reading is really a prolr
lem. He knows that this person
is out to get him and that per
son is afraid of him. He spends
a lot of time responding to
things that he has built in his
imaginatiort He devotes ad
ditional time to gathering data
to prove that his mind reading
is accurate.
Pete is wary. He truly worries
that someone will "get him." He
is not so much seeking ap
proval as he is defending
himself.
Are you a mind reader? How
often do you let what you think
other people are thinking or
feeling about you affect your
behavior? How much power
does the opinion of others
have in influencing your life?
When we spend an inordinate
amount of time and effort seek·
ing approval from another, we
give that person a great deal of
power in our lives.
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Give
Blood

Come Join Our Group
Deciding i s the hard part
Once students have managed
to shake the couch-potato syn
drome, finding a group to
belong to is no easy selection
The U. of Minnesota, for exam
ple, has a club for students with
every major - including a
"Sheep and Goat Club" for
veterinary students interested
in those animals. (They have a
similar physiology).
UM students who like ac
ronyms have plenty to choose
from SOTA isn't a nickname for
people hailing from the cold,
northern state; nor is it the
name of a club of antique-car
collectors. Instead, SOTA stands
for "Students Older Than
Average."
Average students may be
tempted to join NORML. but
the name is misleading. NORML
is really the " National Organi
zation for the Repeal of Mari
juana Laws." Those on the
other side of drug/al�ohol
issues will be more interested
in CAPP ("Chemical Aware
ness Promotion through Peers")
which tries to put a cap on st
dent drinking.

�

Assertive women students
who appreciate an organiza
tion with a lot of punch may be
confused. UM has two groups,
both named WAMM: the better
known "Women Against Military
Madness," and the newer
Women Against Moronic Men"
A number of student groups
see m more misnamed than
named The U. of Texas
Austin's ASAP club cares little
for time management Instead,
members of the "Alliance of
Students Against Punctuality"
believe being on time has been
overemphasized
Maybe, if you're a member of
ASAP, the name makes sense.
Or, maybe, Texas students are
normally a little squirrelly. After
al� they've got a club for tha�
too.
Urs Friends of the Squirrels
Club aims to promote the hap
piness and well-being of cam
pus squirrels by giving them
food and affection Club of
ficials are compiling a list of the
top 1 0 squirrel-watching loca
tions. They're also planning a
spring T-shirt sale and mem
bership drive to increase stu-

dent awareness of squirrels.
Sometimes becoming a
member of one of the 500 to
700 clubs typically found at a
large school can be a problem,
because they can come and
go very quickly. Minnesota
used to have a " John" club for
people who shared the same
first name. UM also once of
fered a "Raisins and Graham
Cracker Club": Its members
regularly went to Northrop
Mal� where they howled at the
full moon

University Park-The Divi
sion of Nursing at Governors
State University will sponsor its
annual blood drive on April 1 9
with the Life Source Blood Ser
vices, an organization that is
part of the American Red
Cross.
A potential donor must be in
good health, between the ages
of 1 7 and 65, weigh at least
1 1 0 pounds, and not have
donated blood during the last
eight weeks.
The donor recruitment drive
is chaired by GSU Professor
Constance Edwards and e<r
chaired by GSU Professors
Amerfil Wang and Mary Geis.
Students from the three sec
tions of Nursing Care in Dis
tributive Settings and the
Professional Nursing Organi
zation will assist in recruitment
of donors and with activities at
the donation site.
Donors will report to the "E''
Lounge at GSU, between noon
and 6 p.m� on an appointment
basis. Walk-ins are also wel
come.

But the club to really keep an
eye on is UM's "End of the
World Club." Members believe
the end is near and search the
Bible for evidence. They corre
late Bible prophesy with cur
rent events, searching for
signs of the last days of the
world
But they're still accepting
new members.
(Repnnted from
NATIONAL ON·CAMPUS REPORT.)

Student
Honored

UNIVERSITY PARK - Gov
ernors State University grad
uate student Marjory OConnor
is the recipient of a $200 schol
arship from the local chapter of
the national philanthropic sor
ority Psi Iota Xi
The gift was given by the Eta
Upsilon Chapter from Lansing.
The award was presented by
Judy Mitchel� chairperson of
the chapter's philanthropic
program, and N ina Harsy,
chapter secretary.
The national philanthropic
sorority raises funds for art,
music and speech and lan
guage programs.
Marjory OConnor, of Crete,
was selected for this scholar
ship on the recommendations
of the faculty in the GSU Divi
sion of Communication Dis
orders. She earned her bach
elor's degree in communica
tion disorders from GSU and is
now working on a master's
degree.
Potential donors may select
an appointment time by calling
the GSU Nursing Office at
( 3 1 2) 534-5000, e x t e n s i o n
2 1 29 or 2440.

Seniors and Grad Students:

Get a new GM
vehide and $400
and defer your
first paYJ!lent
for 90 days*
Congratulations, graduates! At
GMAC we believe you deserve
credit for all that hard work.
That's why we developed the
GMAC College Graduate Finance
Program. It helps get you into the
Chevrolet, Pontiac, Oldsmobile,
Buick, Cadillac or GMC Truck of
your choice. It gets you going on
a credit history. And it gets you
$400 plus a 90-day deferment
of start of payments. Finance charges accrue from
the date of purchase.
GMAC is proud to support America's college
graduates, and we're proud to be an Equa.l Credit

Opportunity Company.

See your participating General Motors Dealer
for mor� information. And start picking out the car,
van or hght truck of your choice. Or we'd be happy
to send you a brochure that gives you all the details
of th� GMAC College Graduate Finance Program.
just g1ve us a call at

1 - 800- 2-DREAM-4.

"This deferral ot payment option Is not available In connection with
other GMAC programs or In Michigan or l'ennsytvanla. or on vehicles with
a cash selling price ot SIO.OOO or less In New jersey.
OFFICIAL SPONSOR OF

I'FU!/W.'DA,

��

GMAC

CHEVRO LET PONTIAC OLDSMOBILE BUICK CADILlAC CMC TRUCK
•

•

•

•

•

•
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1be Castle at the Palenque ruins (a Mayan city over el
even hundred v-rs old).

Giant OLMEC head-La Vente Museum-Villaher
mosa,Mexico. This sculpture is over seven feet high
and over two thousand years old.

At the Cathedral in Mexico City

Mexico is a land of deep con
trast A country rich in M�
American cultures-the 01mecs-the Maya-the Teoti
hauacans-the Aztecs and the
Tula all blended with a vibrant
H ispanic mix of the colonial
conquest
Mexico today is an assimila
tion of the past married to the
realities of the 20th century
with a Mariachi beat The ruins
of prior civilizations stand tall
and majestic as if mocking the
horror of earthquake damaged
buildings in modem day Mex
ico City.
Mexico is a country with vast
elegant spaces. Parts of Mex
ico City contrast against the
squalid shanty towns and the
suburbs, seen in the back
ground. Mexico has languid
and pristine beaches; play
grounds for the rich. And the
fastest growing population in
this hemisphere.
These photographs, taken
by James Olander a world
traveler, show some of the con
trast of Mexico; the ancient
Olmec with its two thousand
year old face against that of the
young lovers in todays Mexico.
The ruins of Uxmal and Paleo
que contrast with the buildings
of colonial Mexico.
Mexico, our neighbor to the
south, is a culturally rich coun
try that only shares her secrets
with those who have the time
to seek them out

1be Spanish Cathedral in Valladolid, Mexico
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GSU Jazz Ensemb l e Presents Concert

Professor to Perfo rm
at Cu ltu ral Center
Northern Ill, also Philosophy
and Humanities at Central
YMCA College in Chicago.
In the spring of 1 986 he
began to teach Logic at GSU.
He also teaches guitar here at
the University and is teaching
Business Ethics at Oakton
Community College.
In addition to teaching Hart
man has been a folksinger
guitarist and songwriter for 26
years. He has performed in
clubs, libraries, outdoor fes
tivals and on WFMT. Adding to
a long list of accomplishments
he is a former improvisational
accompanist for Baroque
Compass Players which is a
professional theater group in
the Hyde Park area a Chicago.
Hartman also has found time
to make two record albums:
"Evening of Roses," and "Ora
cle of the Last Door." The song
"Child of Tomorrow" was pia�
ed most often on WFMT FM
Radio.
The address of the Chicago
Public Library Cultural Center
is 78 East Washington Stree�
Chicago, Ill 60602. For more
information call: 744-8928.

Professor Herb Hartman of
GSU will be performing at the
Chicago Public Library Cul
tural Center on Thursday, May
1 2, 1 988 at 5:30 p.m
He will accompany himself
on the guitar and perform
American and I nternational
folk music. While he is playing
the music, he will be giving a
m i n i-lecture in phi losophy
dealing with form freedom and
infinity and the philosophy of
music.
Featured selections include:
Israeli folk songs; a medley by
composer Stephen Foster and
Italian, Serbian, and Yiddish
songs. Hartman also features
original compositions, incluc}
ing an Emily Dickinson piece
he adapted to music. He is also
an acclaimed Chicago area
Cantor at the Synagogue of
The Home of Jewish Blind He
has been there since 1 975.
Hartman has a BA in Phil
osophy from the University of
Chicago and a MA in Phil
osophy from Roosevelt
University.
He has taught logic at N I U

The Governors State Uni
versity Community Jazz En
semble will present a concert
on Wednesday, April 20, at
8:00 p.m. in the GSU theater.
The band, made up of stu
dents attending GSU as well
as musicians from the com
munity, will be playing big band
arrangements in a variety of
styles.
The program will begin with
the " Pomodoro" by Doug
Beach who is the director of
jazz studies at Elmhurst Col
lege. The number will feature
solos by Bob Cross and John
Janowiak. A Willie Maiden tune
written for the Stan Kenton
band titled "A Little Minor
Booze" will show the talents of
the trombone section as well
as solos by Rochelle Wolf and

Jim Cribbs. "June is Bustin' Out
All Over" includes solos by
Chip Pendowski, Joe Williams,
and Rochelle Wolf. Sammy
Nestico originally wrote "Tall
Cotton" for the Count Basie
Band, which will showcase the
talents of Janowiak as well as
the saxophone section. "Amaz
ing Bayou Slim" is a light rock
tune written for the Dallas Jazz
Orchestra which will feature
Neal Spencer on tenor sax�
phone and Dave Hansen on
the piano. "Carmelo's by the
Freeway," a Bob Florence
composition, will include solos
by M ike Accadia and Jim
Cribbs. "Warrick's Little Island",
a bossa nova written by Gerald
Myrow, one of the original
members ofthe GSU jazz band
for Warrick Carter, the first
director of the ensemble, will
feature a soprano saxophone
Untitled
Bull guano
I say!
These are
fighting words
touche'.
Maybe manana
or another day,
I will
fight you
ole'.

SHOE LACES
WALK A MILE IN MY SHOES
YOliD KNOW WHERE I'VE BEEN
SO KEEP YOUR EXPERT ADVICE
UNTIL YOU'VE BEEN
AROUND THE BIN
THROUGH THE PEN
IN THE WIND
STRUGGLING
TO KEEP
YOUR
FEET
IN
MY SHOES

duet by Rochelle Wolf and
Tucker Herbold The concert
will conclude with an lan
McDougall arrangement of "I
Get A Kick Out Of You" featur
ing drummer Kenny Howard
The GSU Jazz Band is
directed by Martin Kocman
who is completing his first year
leading the group. M r. Kocman
received his undergraduate
degree in music education
from Indiana University and his
master's degree in flute per
formance from GSU. He taught
for three years in Hammond,
Indiana before coming to Rich
Central H igh Schoo� where he
has been the instrumental
music educator for the past
1 5 years.
The concert is open to the
public, there will be no admis
sion r;harge.

The Sense Of H All
Whites only, Blacks only,
Red, Yellow or Tan
I wonder if I could go further
in my cathartic demands
Blue eyes, Brown eyes,
Haze� Black or Green
I need to add another group
to erase, it may seem
Curly only, Straight only,
Wavy or I n-between
I've got skin, hair and eye
colors; now what else can 1
prume.
H igh caliber, low caliber
'
middle caliber, too
Throw in another class, and
I'll soon be through with you.
Mix-breed, purebreed, maybe
no breed at all
I think I've exhausted my
elimination list
because there is no one else
left at all!
at alft
at all?

More
Workshops
Offered
UNIVERSITY PARK - Gov
ernors State University will
offer eight computer work
shops in late April
" Fix Your I BM" is a 1 5-hour
sequence on the maintenance
and repair of your I BM. Learn
how to adjust the speed of your
disk drive, change fuses, swap
chips, clean the CPA and
replace worn-out keys.
This workshop will be from 9
am. to 5 p.m April 23 and 30 at
GSU. The fee is $ 1 75.
" Freelance" is a package
created as an enhancement to
the Lotus 1 -2-3 accounting
package. The daylong class
will show you how to take plain
1 -2-3 line and bar graphs and
turn them into professional
presentation-quality graphics.
learn how to use the program
to create charts from scratch
and to use the Freelance li-

Cancellation
The Luncheon Notes Con
cert on April 28, 1 988 has been
changed to May 1 8, 1 988. Pr�
fessor Herb Hartman will pre
sent the same program playing
Guitar. Folk and original songs
are on the program. Please
make note of the chan e.

·

brary of graphic symbols to
produce a professional-look
ing finished product
"Freelance" will be from 9
am to 5 p.m April 23 at GSU.
The fee is $95.
"R Base 5000," a database
manager, is a powerful micro
version of a mainframe pack
age. "R: Base 5000" retains the
flexible command structure of
the mainframe, while adding
an eas�t�use editing and
database creation facility.
This workshop will be from 9
am to 5 p.m April 23 and 30 at
GSU. The fee is $ 1 75.
" I ntroduction to IBM PC
DOS" will teach you the fun
damentals of DOS. The class
includes a general review of
the various parts of the com
puter. You will be introduced to
books that will help you deal
with your computer and DOS
in your daily work. You'll get
hands-on training in formatting
new diskettes, copying files
and entire disks, viewing and
printing text files, sorting direc
tory lists, checking disks for
bad sports, and deleting old
files from your directories and
also learn to use file names
and wildcards.
This workshop will be from 9
am to 5 p.m April 25 at GSU.
The fee is $95.

'

To

Place an Ad
Call
5 3 4 - 5 000
Ext. ·2 1 4 0

Telrronr:-e p. 1 1
drug abuse and mcludes his
torical and contemporary pat
t e rns. I n structor G regory
Blevins also examines past
and present drug abuse treat
ment modalities and analyzes
institutions at the loca� state
and national levels taht effect
the delivery of drug abuse
services.
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Country Buffet
Opens in Lansing
by Sandy Kazak

Waiting in line for dinner at a
local restaurant? No way, you
say? But this is the grand open
ing of the "Old Country Buffef'
at the Landings Shopping
Center, Torrence Ave. and
1 70th Street in Lansing.
Although you may find your
self waiting outside in the cold
rain as I did on a recent Wed.
night it is only a one half hour
wait afterall.
Peering inside, as the line
progresses, reveals glimpses
of the decor. What decor?
there almost isn't any. The ceil
ing is white acoustic tile with a
large assortment of small spot
lights and the main dining area
is a large, wide open room with
rectangular tables and a single
green potted tree. The tables
are finished in a type of coated
plastic oak and the seats are
red plastic or naugahyde.
White venetian blinds, half
open, allow a view of the huge
parking lot You won't be im
pressed by the decor.
If you think cafeteria style
has to be dull, then compare
this to the "Quality Inn" in
Countryside or to the Holiday
Inn near O'Hare and prove to
your self how exciting a buffet
can be where the decor com
pliments your dining experi
ence.
The "Old Country Butter
does have an abundance of
blue color, as seen on the walls,
the wood trim, and the carpet
which indicates that this is a
French country inn but the
shiny brass fixtures supporting
huge globe lamps directly
above only the tables situated
at the outer perimeter of the
huge dining area suggest an
Orient Express theme. If only
those brass lamps were smal
ler and placed on each table or
the dining room subdivided for
a greater sense of privacy.
The menu changes every
day and is different for lunch
and dinner. I must have missed
the Teriyaki Wings and did not
see the Build Your Own Tacos
as in the published menu for
Wed dinner.
Since this is the grand open
ing and very crowded it is im
possible to linger over the
buffet table to become familiar
with the selections. It IS im
possible to step out of hne to
backtrack, picking and choos
ing as at a proper buffet.
Helping yourself to a little of
everything is the norm and as a
result most trays weigh at leas
ten pounds because of the
enormous selection. Luckily,
the service staff offers to carry
tryas and to help select a
table.

The mixed vegetable soup is
rich with fresh tomato but over
ly peppered. Creating your
own salad is fun with Alfalfa
sprouts, fresh spinach, and car
rots. The lettuce and tomato is
weak If you like fresh veget
ables the green peas, kidney
beans, and carrots are rich and
flavorful. The potato salad is
onion flavored
Country corn bread muffins
are good but the spread is
1 00% corn oi� as butter is not
offered. Scalloped potatoes
are very thick, rich and cheezy.
Onion rings are soft and moist
under a nondescript outer
crust.
Stay away from the fish fillet
It is undercooked, with a thick
and ordinary breaded outer
layer. The chicken is well
seasoned with salt and pepper
and has a very crusty skin
which can be removed with
losing any flavor at all in the
meat
Carved roast beef is cut in
front of you but since it is
cooked medium, those that
prefer rare are disappo1nted.
The country style pork ten
derloin is on the hard side,
seasoned well, but tastes ex
actly like hamburger. Mos
taciolli is as fine as you will find
it and is smothered in thick
tomato sauce.
Honors for dessert belong to
the warmed chocolate volcano
cake. The chocolate pudding is
fair and the chocolate breaded
pudding is terribly thick and
tastes like a chocolate covered
slice of cinnamon bread. Ig
nore the devils food chocolate
cake and just scrape off the
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super rich tasty chocolate
frosting.
Diners also make their own
ice cream cones and the local
yokels are seen standing
around their dinner tables just
chatting away and eating ice
cream cones. Very tasteless
but the management does not
seem to mind.
The food is plentifu� the staff
is friendly, and the prices are
low (dinner is $6.1 9), but does
this a good restaurant make?
On a scale of ten. I give the "Old
Country Buffer a five, mostly
for entertainment value. Call
(3 1 2)895-0222 for more infor
mation.

Con1p uter
Student
Help
Kids
UN IVERSITY PARK - Gov
�rnors State University offers a
-ar iety of computer work
shops, but the one with a con
tinuous waiting list is the
Saturday morning class for ele
mentary school students that
doubles as a practicum for
GSU students majoring in
education with emphasis in
computer education.
The dual purpose workshop
gives GSU graduate students
the chance to apply their class
room training and ifs become
a valuable way for enthusiastic
young people to get hands-on
training in LOGO, Basic,. word
processing and Database with
the help of a teacher. The
three-hour class opens with
group instruction followed by
more than two hours of com
puter time.
"Each student has his/her
own Apple lie computer and
there's a teacher for every
three students," said Professor
David Blood who designed the
practicum for GSU students.
"We have kids who are very
motivated and excited by com
puters. That helps our student
teachers."
Blood has found that nearly
all of his GSU students are
teachers who've returned to
the classroom for computer in
struction. One-third of his
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processing. The knowledge
rve learned here at GSU I'm in
corporating into my programs
and ifs helped me enhance my
own teaching."
Judy Verhaeren, a teacher at
Shepard High School in Palos
Heights, will return to her class
room in special education and
develop curriculum using com
puters. A master's degree can
didate, Verhaeren said she will
be reviewing computer pro
grams on health and science
for classroom use and instruct
ing students in word processing.
Kankakee School District
1 1 1 teacher Callie Prude said
taking the computer sequence
has given her many new ideas
for incorporating computers in
her second grade classroom.
She's also had the chance to
preview a variety of computer
programs that she can recom
mend to her district for
purchase.
"For the younger children I
like to use the game formats as
a supplement to what I've been
teaching in the classroom. For
example, now they're learning
multiplication, and I can find a
computer program that will
challenge them in those skills,"
she said
"The computer has also
given me the chance to keep
reports on each childs pro
gress. I do all my grade reports
on the computer and I can
show parents a printout that
tracks their childs progress,"
Prude explained
For further information
on
the graduate education
de
gree with emphasis on
com
put ers, con tac t Pro fes
sor
Da vid Blo od at (3 1 2)
534_
5000, extension 2 1 74.

CONSIDER A
PROFESSIONAL
OPPORTUNITY
WITH THE
PRUDENTIAL
Discover how you can become
a financial services professional
at the

Ptudential Recruiting Seminar

Successfu l sales professionals will be on
hand to answer questions and tell you
about:
•

The potential for unlimited income based on
performance

•

How to get started with The Prudential

•

Opportunities for management

�

The many benefits of workin for
Am�rica's largest provider of inancial
serv1ces.

STREET

S U N DAY, MAY 1 5 9 AM - 4:30 PM
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students have master's degrees
and they are taking just the 1 5hour computer sequence. The
rest of the students will earn a
master's degree after complet
ing the 36-hour requirements.
"Earning this master's de
gree provides some teachers
with the opportunity to be
come computer lab directors
or computer instructors, but
the majority return to their
classrooms and augment their
instruction by integrating com
puters into the assignments,"
Blood explained
Enrollment has been limited
to third through eighth graders,
but high school freshmen and
sophomores will be eligible for
the Saturday workshops in
summer because many of the
GSU students are high school
teachers.
Glenna Pyzik is a business
education teacher at Morton
East High School in Cicero,
who enrolled in the computer
sequence.
"rm the work/study coor
dinator at my school and
students that are placed in job
settings have to know com
puters. Because I'm in this pro
gram at GSU, I'm coordinating
the implementation of com
puters into several course
areas at Morton East" she
explained
Linda Porick, a teacher at
Lincoln Way High School in
Frankfort is a master's degree
candidate at GSU who got in
volved in the program after tak
ing an introductory computer
course.
" I got interested in the pro
gram and decided to enroll in
the master's program I'm a
high school English teacher
and find most of the language
arts programs are using word

•
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News Shorts

Count on Carl

by Christine Swendorwski

Anyone wno has ever ven
tured into G.S.U.'s library knows
they can always count on at
least one man, Carl Peterson,
Reference Librarian, to bail
them out of the agony of term
paper research and send them
running in the right direction.
The man is incredible, a
regular walking world diction
ary. He can usually be seen
manning the information desk
in the library, scouting for those
students with questions that
need answers.
Just the other day, a gradu
ate student i n Com
munications declared to his
classmates that it was the all
purpose man in the library,
whose last starts with "P', who
was the one who helped him
find the vital information for his
presentation -rhe whole reason
for the library is to serve the
students and help people
learn; said Peterson.
Extremely helpful, he goes
the extra mile for those of us
who are illiterate when it
comes to libl'ary hunting. Peter
son said, "Students questions
can take anywhere from a
minute to a half hour to
answer." Chuckling to himself,
Peterson said, "I remember
when one student asked me
where he should get informa
tion on his 25-page term
paper."
Tilting back in his chair,
Peterson explained in a father
like tone, "Once they get a little
help they can go out on their
own" Helping students, he
says, is like an "Instructional
one on one lesson."
While smoothing his silver
grey mustache Peterson said
that they keep a daily tally
sheet of how many students
ask for help. Out of the pos
sible 1 4 hours of daily library
operating time approximately
1 25 students seek staff assis-

tance. Not surprisingly, Peter
son said "Fifty percent of my
time is spent helping students.
Besides helping students,
the other 50% of his time is
spent selecting new books
and materials for the library.
"So when someone has to
write a paper on classical busi
ness principles there is suffi
cient material," said Peter
son.
A very difficult and time con
suming task, says Peterson,
"The l ibrary materials are
purchased selectively to sup
port G.S.U.'s inst ructional
programs."
A regular archive custodian,
Peterson has been working at
G.S.U.'s library since its crea
tion Not the only one however,
he said, "There are still five of
us that were here from the
very beginnings."
Again, tilting back in his
chair, deepening his voice for a
story, he said that G.S.U.'s li
brary originally started in a
•

farm house in 1 970. He said
that he still remembers taking
photographs of the croplands
where G.S.U. stands today.
Moreover, those photographs
instituted the beginnings of
the library's archives.
Reflecting on his past ex
periences while nonchalantly
fiddling his his glasses, Peter
son said that much of his life
has been working or learning
from books. Consequently, in
1 98 1 he obtained his Ph.D.
from G.S.U. Peterson con
cluded, "G.S.U. has been good
to me."

Being well informed does
not stop there for Peterson He
said, "The best way to keep up
with students is to teach them."
Unfortunately, the library does
not offer classes for credit any
more, noted Peterson
"We do lectures on specific
subject areas,' said Peterson
however. "I usually lecture on
business information including
financial management, law,
and labor relations which are
my areas of expertise."
Bubbling over with delight,
Peterson said that undoubted
lythe best part of hisjobarethe
people and students he works
with.

LATE BLOOMERS. The top
concern of older-than-average
commuter students (OTAs) is
finances, according to an un
scientific poll at the U. of
Oregon Other concerns in
clude social interaction with
other OTAs, library hours, and,
of course, parking.
THERE IS LIFE AFTER OF
FICE Serving in student gov
ernment does have its merits.
According to a survey of former
student government officials
at the U. of Nevada-Reno,
those who served leadership
positions went on to high
paying jobs and some high
level government positions.
Salaries of the 1 60 respon
dents ranged from $ 1 8,000 to
over $79,000; 65% of the men
made more than $44,000.
Note: 70% of respondents
chose to stay in Nevada

7\

A 67-YEAR-OLD STUDENT
SENATOR at the U. of Wiscon
sin-Madison says he's now
doing what he should have
done 45 years ago. The oldest
senator (by nearly 40 years),
Richard Goglio returned to
school in 1 978 in order to be
able to use the campus sv. m
ming pool He credits his ex
cellent physical condition to
daily, half-mile swims and !he
three-mile walk between his
Madison home and the UW.
(Reprinted from
NATIONAL ON-CAMPUS REPORT.)

Su pport Ou r
Adverti er

State of I l l i nois employees
have something to smi le about

Determined to keep filled to
the brim with knowledge,
Peterson is currently taking a
Debase I l l computer class. He
claims, "I take two or three
classes a year to keep up with
what is going on."

Going Up
As students plan for educa
tional costs for the coming
academic year, the following
facts may be helpful
• Consumer Price Index: The
CPI increased 3.9% from Feb
ruary of the previous year.
• Employment Cost lndex: The
ECI, a measure of the cost of
eages and benefits in private
industry, rose 3.3% for the year
1 987 (See postal rate in
creases, page 2).
• Projected Estimated Price
Increase of Textbooks: Based
on calculations made from
publishing industry statistics
over the past five years, it is an
ticipated that the average in
crease in textbook prices for
fiscal year 1 988-89 will be b&
tween 1 0 and 1 1 %.
Note: WB has contacted
several major textbook pub
lishers and will report industry
estimates as soon as they
become available.
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9
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Correction
I n our last issue we ran a
story about the "Racism on
Campus" conference and
mentioned a presentation by
Dr. Sonya Monroe-Clay. The
problem was, we called her
Sondra We apologize to Dr.
Clay for the error.

Dentu res, crowns, root canals and even braces a re
We apologize to Dominic
Candeloro for the misspelling
of his name in the last issue of
the I N NOVATOR. The head
line should have read; Can
delorQJ Honored, Not Candelord
Honored Eds.
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Chic ago Draws Tourists
SPRINGFI ELD, Ill, Marc h 23
- I llinois and Chicago - long
known as the nation's trans:
portat ion h u b - are i n
creasingly becoming vacation
destinations for M idwester
ners, according to a study
recently commissioned by the
lllin<1is Department of Com
merce and Community Affairs
(DCCA)/Office of Touri: m.
"More than ever befo
Mid
westerners are expectEd to do
much of their sightseeing in Il
linois this summer," said DCCA
Director Jay R Hedges. "This
most recent study ti .!S this
trend to increased awarene51;
of tourism attractions and spe
cial events, brought about in
part by our annual advertising
campaign."
The study, conducted in
September 1 987 by Chicago
based Market Facts, I nc., is the
fifth in an annual series of
telephone surveys designed
to measure Illinois and Mid
west residents' attitudes toward
leisure travel in Illinois and
Chicago. The most recent
results are compared to the
benchmark study conducted

in 1 984, prior to start-up of the
$ 1 0 million advertising cam
paign.
To measure Illinois residents'
interest in exploring their own
state, 899 adults from all
regions (including bordenng
St Louis and the Quad Cities)
were polled. Of those sur
veyed, 37 percent-up from 32
percent in 1 984-indicated
they were interested in vaca
tioning in Illinois. I nterest in
traveling in Illinois rose as high
as 45 percent among those
surveyed who were aware of
the state's advertising cam
paign. Thirty-nine percent of
those surveyed had seen or
heard tourism ads for Illinois
during the past several months
(up from 28 percent in 1 984).
Overal� the study showed
the general public is most
aware of I llinois' state fairs (82
percent), historic sites, scenic
drives, local festivals and an
tique shoppi ng excursions.
Historic sites headed the list of
attractions Illinoisans said they
were interested in visiting (4 1
percent).
Finally, when asked if they
had vacationed in Illinois, 38
percent of those surveyed r&

Rhetoric
Co n ference
The New Society for Lan
guage and Rhetoric will hold a
on&day conference May 7 at
the University of I llinois at
Chicago (UIC).
The Society (formerly the
G reat Lakes Area Rhetoric
Association) will present key
note speaker Ann E. Berthoff,
an authority on writing, who will
examine the relationship b&
tween philosophy and the
teaching of writing.
The conference is designed
for writers, teachers of writing
and scholars interested In the
theory and history of language
and rehtoric.
Berthoff, formerly professor
of English at the University of
Massachusetts in Boston, is
author of three widely-known
works on the theory of rhetoric
and the teaching of writing.
Sessions will be held in the I l
linois Room of Chicago Circle
Center, 750 South Halsted St
Registration is $5 per person
until May 1 and $6 at the
door.
To preregister for the meet
ing, send a check for $5 made
payable to the New Society for
Language and Rhetoric to
David A. Joliffe, Department of
English, University of Illinois at
Chicago, P.O. Box 4348, Chi
cago, I L, 60680.
For additional information,
call Joliffe or William Covino at
(3 1 2)41 3-2200.

attractions.
Given this awareness of
Chicago sights, it follows that
the 1 987 survey also shows an
increase in the percentage of
University Park-Governors
Midwesterners who say sight State University will be offering
seeing is a primary reason to three new teleclasses for the
visit-up from 1 6 percent in
1 988 Spring/Summer trimes
1 984 to 22 percent in 1 987. ter.
Those who said the primary
"Survey of Exceptional Stu
reason to visit Chicago was to dents " and "Literature for
'
see friends or relatives fell from Children
and Adolescents
45 percent to 40 percent
were produced by the GSU I n
"This finding suggests our structional Communications
advertising campaign is per Center in Fall 1 987. "Substance
suading Midwesterners to visit Abuse: Current Concepts" is
Chicago for its own merits,"
being filmed during the winter
said Lynda Simon, managing trimester as a remake of the
director of DCCA's Office of show originally produced in
Tourism. "We also see that
1 983.
these visits often result in
Students can earn credit for
return visits. Among those sur
atching these classes over
veyed who had visited Chicago,
ble TV and doing as ;ign
86 percent said they would
ents as required by the inreturn for a vacation-up from
ructor. Tapes are also available
46 percent in 1 984."
in the GSU Library. Each of
Fiscal year 1 988 marks the
hese classes was filmed in a
fourth full year of the award
studio with GSU students
winning I llinois tourism adver
s audience members. View
tising campaign. Developed by ers feel as though they are in
Zechman & Associates Adver a classroom.
tising, I nc., the $ 1 Q-million
"Survey of Exceptional Stu
campaign is being expanded dents" will deal with subjects
in 1 988 to targeted national such as legislation, rules and
and international markets.
regulations concerning excep
tional students, mentally retar
ded characteristics, and issues
on educating the gifted.
This course-for graduate or
undergraduate credit-will sat
isfy state teacher certification
requirements on the psychol
ogy and identification of ex
ceptional children, methods of
teaching exceptional children
audience how Medicare pays
and learning disabilities. I n
according to pr&set figures,
structors are Dr. Maribeth
and not according to costs.
Kasik and Dr. Jane Andringa,
Some of the other medical
special education professors
plans have the same policy.
at GSU.
The hospitals of today are
"Literature for Children and
sometimes down 50% oc
Adolescents" is designed to
cupancy level, as opposed to
provide a balanced and objec
85% or better 3-4 years ago.
tive introduction to the best of
Hospitals cannot survive on
children's books, and to help
that kind of patient-ratio.
persons who work with child
Wentz ended his talk by tell
ren enrich and expand a childs
ing about the law suits that
reading experiences.
seriously affect the medical
Topics will include folklore,
situation where doctors, spe
storytelling, fables, science fic
cialists, and hospitals are con
tion, poetry and informational
cerned " Physicians complain
books. I nstructor Jean Berns
that they have no immunity
tein has developed the show
from law suits coming from
around discussions with lib
fellow-physicians. The forma
rarians and children's litera
tion of a National Bank, to
ture authors. There are 24
which the names of physicians,
tapes to this class which can
who have been sued, shall be
be taken for graduate or un
referred, is a likelihood this
dergraduate credit
year", Wentz concluded Ques
One of GSU's most popular
tion and answers followed the
teleclasses, "Substance Abuse:
talk.
Current COncepts," has been
Professor Wentz was a
restructured and updated. The
Rotarian (Saulte Ste Marie,
new show will be presented for
Michigan), until 1 8 years ago.
the first time in the spring/
He came to this area about a
�ummer trimester for graduate
year and a half ago from
or undergraduate credit
Wichita, Kansas.
The course examines the
physiological, psychological
and sociological aspects of

Stud en t

"

Wentz Describes Changes

Feature

IIi tory

sponded positively, up from 33
percent in 1 984-an almost
exact parallel of those ex
pressing interest in traveling
within the state.
To measure Midwestern at
titudes toward and interest in
visiting Chicago, the study
polled 599 adults in Indiana.
Iowa, M ichigan, M innesota
and Wisconsin (all states
originally surveyed in 1 984),
plus residents of Nebraska
and Ohio, new markets where
Chicago television advertising
recently has been introduced
According to Hedges, a key
finding of the survey is that
Midwesterners who are aware
of the Chicago advertising
campaign (up from 1 7 percent
to 37 percent) also are more
keenly aware of specifiC tourism
attractions the city has to offer.
One in three of these also
recalled the ad campaign's
"Calling Me Home" theme.
Overall, respondents were
very familiar with a large num
ber of Chicago attractions, a
list headed by sporting events,
museums, shopping, nightlife,
parks and zoos and res
taurants. Museums were rank
ed as Chicago's most unique

Surveys

by Jean Juarez
The changing hospital and
the health care scene was the
subject of a speech given by
Professor Walter J. Wentz
Ph.D. Wentz, who teaches at
Governors State University
spoke before the Chicago
Heights Rotary Club on March
28, 1 988.
Wentz began his presenta
tion by telling the audience
that the medical health care
system has changed drastical
ly in the last few years. He said,
"People are receiving good
care, but it is provided in terms
of "appropriate care"-mean
ing different people are receiv
ing different care, based on
age, health characteristics, like
health insurance has."
He also went on to say,

u

"Health premiums are going
up-and up. Last year, approx
imately 900 hospitals (out of
6,000 in the US alone) went
bankrupt The number of hos
pitals in our country is going
down each year."
Wentz informed the Rotar
ians about the great shortage
of nurses today. The main
rPason being their job secur

it}

"Government agencies in
creasingly try to tax hospitals,
even though hospitals are not
for profit institutions. Any ac
tivities not clearly related to
hospital function, very quickly
will become taxed." he said.
H is presentation also in
cluded i nformation about
M edicare. Wentz told h is

I V E R S I T Y

PASS THE ·
C.P.A. EXAM
•

DePaul University offers the most

See Telecourse P. 8

comprehensive, test-oriented review available.
•

We feature all live instruction ( no tapes) by an
all C . P. A . facu lty.

•

Our Review Cou rse has been turning C. P. A .
candidate

into Certified Public Accou ntants

for over 50 years.
COME SUCCEED WITH U S
The C. P. A . Review for t h e November, 1988
examination begins J u ne 13, 1988 and will be
held at our Loop Campus, 25 E. Jackson
Blvd . , Room 341, Ch icago, I L . For more
information contact: Carolyn Gianforte,
DePaul U niversity, 312/341-6780.

CAROL LUCCHESI
Representative

(3 1 2) �54·85 1 9
THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES
222 Faverside Plaza, Su i te 1 800 , Chicago, IL. 60606

,
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CLt\ SI FI E D

" PE RFECT 1YP E"

534-5 000 Ext . 2 1 40
PART TI M E - HOME MAI L I NG
PROGRAM! Excellent i ncome!
Details, send self-addressed,
stamped envelope. WEST Box
#5877, H illside NJ 07205.
male wishes to share
with male or female.
def.X)Sit and references
1red Located 20 minutes
GSU in Oak Forest Call:
Machtemes. 687-7623.

AD A N D

National Marketmg <.:ompany
looking for ambitious Jr., Sr., or
Grad student to manage prom
otions on-camp us this fall.

·

N EWS

Earning potential up to $5,000.
Flexible part-time hours. Call
Randi or Dee at (800) 5922121.

D EA D L I N E
27

TY P I ST/WO R D PROCE SS
ING - BA in English. FasV
dependable/reasonable. 1 8542
Ashland, Homew ood - 7997859.

Caribbean

etc.

206·736·0775

CONTRACE PTIVE SE RVICES
PAP TESTS - BREAST C:XAMS
PREGNANCY TESTS

(3 1 2) 781 -9550
CH ICAGO LOOP

(2 1 9) 769-3500

Ba hamas

Hawat

..

( 2 1 9) 84�841
HAMMO N O

Excellent pay plus

(Wtll Tram).

P H O N E: ( 3 1 2) 862-40? 3

Confod�t�l Sttvocn I LICHt� Sllff
C•II Coi/Kt

•

NOW H I R I N G M/F
Summer & Career Opportuntties
world travel

LOW RATES
PICK-UP A N D
DE LIVE RY AVA I LA B LE

. TE R M/ R E S EARCH PAPER S
N U RS I N G R E PORTS , THESIS
H [ S U M E S. TRA N SC R I PTION

ABORTIONS

C R U I S E S H I PS

,..

A L L WORK DO N E ON WORD PROCESSORS

A PR I L

TYPISTS · H u ndreds weekly at
home! Write P.O. Box # 1 7.
Clark, NJ 07066.

WANTE D: (S PAC),
,,.,.,,n... nr Program Action Counis in need of one faculty
from the CAS and
E If interested please call
ext . 2 1 23 or 2 1 24.

PROF E SSIONAL QUALITY
HOME TYPING S E RVICE

M E R R I L LV I L L E

CALL NOW:

Ext. /OIH

ffi

fl.J

GR
B
I*

•

1\ l e rTi l h i l le Tovot a

'88 CE LICA
•

•
•

Our lowest-priced and styl ish Cel ica
Responsive 2.0-liter t w i n cam 1 6-valve engi ne
Many standard comforts and conven iences

1 000

\

·

\Iain

..

l.

Cro\\ n Poi n t . I nd i a n a

$ 1 99.70

I':'W"'...!o...

H r�. 9-9 ' 1 -Th
9 -5 F-..
Phone 1 -800-63 8-3699

COME IN NOW!

You may qualify to buy or lease a Toyota car or
t ruck, with no down payment at all! Toyota'c;
unique col lege financing program makes it easy.
Begi n n i ng today, you can en joy miles and miles
of Toyota style, quality and performance.
•

If you're a sen ior in a 4-year college or graduate
degree program , and will graduate withi n the
next six months, you may qualify for the Toyota
car or t ruck of your choice. And you have one
year from receipt of your degree to take advan
tage of this program. Bring a current d river's
license and proof of employment or job offer,
and Toyota's special financing program for col
lege grads and seniors could be the easiest

course in advanced economics ever offer l
Come in today for a test d rive and an ori , ,
tion to no-money-down financing.

-

Lease Example: Celica ST 1 988, based on
dealer's price of $ 1 1 ,050. 60 monthly
payments of $ 1 99.70, totaling $ 1 1 ,982.00.
End-of-lease purchase option, $5,300.00
No further end-of-lease liabilities, except
abnorma l wear and tear and excess
mileage.

Get More From Life . . . Buckle Up!

TOYOTA Q UA LITY

WHO COULD ASK FOR ANYTH I NG M
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